
Introduction to &  
Overview of 

Human Energy Design
The Human Design System is a synthesis 
of a number of different sciences: Astrology, 
The Chakra System, The Kaballah Tree of 
Life, the I-Ching and Quantum Physics. These 
components are illustrated in the Body Graph of Human Design.

What is it and what can it do for me?

Human Design is a “map”, a scientifically calculated chart that reveals your 
true nature, what you need to honor in yourself to live authentically. As a 
tool it illustrates where you have designed your energy to be consistent and 
trustworthy versus where you have been influenced and conditioned from 
interacting with your environment.

We live fast-paced lives full of pressure and tension, pushing, forcing and 
rushing into things. We make choices and decisions before we are ready; we 
can’t say no. This leads to guilt, anger, frustration and fear where we don’t 
feel seen, respected or honored by others or ourselves. We make choices from 
our fears for neediness, security and control rather than from our desires to 
experience what we truly want.

What if you knew how to honor yourself with a strategy that allowed you to 
make decisions with confidence and ease? What if you could re-gain trust in 
yourself to know when and how to make choices from your desires rather than 
your fears?

Human Design’s powerful system of knowledge reveals basic truths about the 
nature of who you are and how to make choices; choices that are reliable and 
trustworthy and choices that are correct. When I say correct choices I mean 
choices that keep you in the flow allowing you to manifest health, prosperity, 
relationships and careers that are right for you. Choices that don’t create 
resistance ultimately blocking you from the flow and creativity of life that is your 
birthright.

So, how does design do this? Design gives you four views; type (your strategy 
for making choices), definition (talents & strengths vs. conditioning), authority 
(for decision making) and profile (true role in life). Understanding these four 
views of design can be fun and simple to learn. It also holds a key to your 
transformation.

Let’s get started!
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INTRODUCTION

The Body Graph consists of nine different shapes or energy centers 
representing the Chakras, and 36 channels representing the Tree of Life which 
are transforming agents linking the energy in the centers. And, each of the 64 
hexagrams of the I-Ching has a place in one of the body graph’s centers, called 
gates (which relate to the 64 codons in our genetic structure). Each gate, which 
is an agent of genetic information, has a place in one of the 9 centers that 
connect through the 36 channels.

In Human Design two different dates are used to calculate your chart; the actual 
birth data and pre-natal birth information (approximately 90 days prior to that 
date). These two astrological calculations create the database for the Body 
Graph. Looking at your chart, the data base is the two columns of numbers to 
the left of the bodygraph.

The Personality is your birth data and is coded in black. This represents 
aspects of your personality that you have conscious access to. This is what you 
can recognize as yourself. The Design is your pre-birth data and is coded in red. 
These are aspects of your personality that you do not have conscious access to. 
They also represent what you inherit from your family and parental themes.

The Planets and their positions are a key element in Human Design because 
they create your data base and your conditioning field. The positions the Sun, 
Earth, Moon, the Planets and the true North and South Lunar Nodes are used 
in the calculation. Looking at your chart, the planetary glyphs are the symbols 
between the two sets of database numbers or gates. These gate activations 
transfer into your bodygraph to create your Human Design.

Once the Body Graph is filled in with these gate activations, we get to see how 
the energy moves through your design and which centers are being linked and 
connected. There are Nine Centers in the Body Graph. Each center is a hub 
of information with its own function, theme and specific way of operating and 
processing energy. In design, there are 4 Motor Centers, 3 Awareness Centers, 2 
Pressure Centers, the Throat and the G-Center.

Centers are either colored in or not, meaning that they are defined or 
undefined. When a gate is activated at both ends of a channel, that channel is 
said to be defined and therefore defines the centers that it connects.
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Definition is an aspect of design that indicates consistency. It is energy that is 
always operating in you. It is consistent and reliable as you. It operates as your 
consistent filter. What is undefined in a chart is open and inconsistent. These 
are places in your design where you are open to influences and conditioning 
from the outside world. In this center, there is no filter to protect you from the 
outside world. Once we release patterns and conditioning held onto in these 
centers, they become places of our deepest wisdom.

There are five different definitions in design. There is Single Definition, Split 
Definition, Triple Split Definition, Quadruple Split Definition and No Definition 
types. What determines the type of definition in a chart is what centers are 
defined and whether the channels that are defined connect with each other or 
not.

Type is the key and most important aspect in design. Type is determined from 
definition in the body graph along with the defined or undefined roles of the 
throat and sacral centers. When the throat is defined through a continuous 
connection to one of the four motors (heart, solar plexus, sacral, root), we have 
a “doer”, an energy type. When the sacral is not defined and the throat is either 
undefined or connected to a non-motor we have someone who “waits” or a non-
energy type.

Your type determines your strategy in design. Strategy gives you the 
information you need to operate your human vehicle (system), and make 
decisions that create flow and opportunity.

There are five types in the design system: Manifestors, Generators, Manifesting 
Generators, Projectors and Reflectors.

Authority influences and carries the reliable energy for your decision-making 
process. Your decision making is tied directly to your strategy, and your 
authority flavors the way you use that strategy. Authority is determined by 
which centers in your body graph have the most powerful influence when you 
make decisions. Not all centers carry authority, so your personal authority will 
depend on your type and your definition.

Your Profile shows your path of fulfillment when you live out your strategy and 
nature. It shows how others relate to you.

 

For a copy of your FREE design chart, email the date, time and place of your birth to tuck@therebelbelle.com.
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